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Chapter 85 I Like My Current Apperance More

“Arya has already changed her cloths. She can be interviewed at any time.” Luna said to the cameraman.

“Okay, now …”

Before the cameraman could finish speaking, he heard Caroline’s shrill voice from the dressing room.

“Ah! There are bugs!”

She lost her composure and ran out of the dressing room. Her hair was unkempt and her face was dirty. The moment she saw

the cameraman, she shouted, “The cleaning work here is too garbage!”

She snorted and was very angry.

Daniel heard the news and rushed over. Caroline directly wrapped her arms around his arm and pretended to be wronged,

“Daniel, I worked hard to shoot all day today. When I just entered the dressing room, I saw a big bug. It’s really disgusting!”

Daniel coughed. “Did you see wrongly?”

“No way, or someone deliberately scared me and let the bugs go.” Caroline stared at Arya, “Is it because I chose the female lead

and steal your limelight and make you put such ugly makeup on the shooting? That’s why you are jealous of me and deliberately

released bugs to scare me!”

Caroline seized the opportunity and shouted at Arya.

The surrounding people were stunned. Her imagination was too rich. Today’s three shots all reflected Arya’s strength and her

unprofessionalism. The moment she had the chance, she pushed Arya and now even showed an unreasonable look. If it was not

because Arya was also an artist of Brilliant entertainment, they would really doubt the standards of this company.

“She is also an artist of the company. Why is the difference so big?”

“Compared to Arya, Caroline’s actions are too lowly.”

Seeing this scene, the cameraman whispered in English.

Caroline did not notice, but Daniel heard it clearly.

“Caroline, don’t say anymore.” He stopped Caroline and pulled her to the side. “Put Bug aside first. I will take care of the

company’s matters in the afternoon. How about filming?”

“Of course it is very successful! With me around, there’s noting that can’t be settled!” Caroline mistook the directors’ smiles to be

satisfied with her. In her eyes, Arya’s makeup back then was so old and ugly. Of course the one who was outstanding was her!

“Are you sure that nothing happened…”

“Daniel, I saw very clearly that the directors were very happy when they just left. My acting was fine. My expressions were fine

from the beginning to the end.”

Seeing Caroline said it so confidently, Daniel did not say anything else. He arranged for Arya and Caroline to receive the final

interview in the lounge.

“Ok, stop.”

After the cameraman left, only Arya and the others were left in the lounge.

“Daniel, I’m tired. Let’s go to the hotel and rest.” Caroline said. She covered her forehead and pretended to be very tired.

Luna and Julia looked away at the same time. They did not want to see her act like this.

“Arya, where have you been living these few days?” Daniel suddenly thought of this matter. Arya’s whereabouts these few days

were uncertain. With these private bodyguards who suddenly appeared, could it be that Arya had already returned to the

Morrison family?

“I have completed my work. You have no right to interfere in other matters.”

Arya replied calmly. She was not interested in exposing her life and she did not want Daniel’s people to disturb Allen. Although

his people had not even touched a strand of Allen’s hair, they would be dealt with by the bodyguards.

“You!” Daniel glared at her. “No artist can completely leave the company’s control. If you want to be famous, you better watch

your attitude towards me, otherwise …”

Caroline was very happy when she saw Daniel pull a long face at Arya. She chimed in from the side. “Daniel, don’t argue with

her. When the program is released on Friday, she will know that she has not right to bargain!”

Caroline gently pushed the teacup on the table and the teacup fell.

The bodyguards quickly went forward and blocked in front of Arya, “Do you need us to chase them out?”

“No need.” Arya knew that these bodyguards were hired by Allen for her. As long as her orders did not violate the law and

morality, they would complete it for her.

But at this time, she raised her eyes and looked at Caroline, “I am too lazy to argue with you. Wait until the program is broadcast.

That day, I really look forward to your expressions when the time comes.”

She wanted to completely defeat Caroline with her strength.

This is also the first step of her plan to make a comeback.

Caroline was so angry that she gritted her teeth, “Daniel, look at her arrogant manner. Quickly arrange a job for her to be further

away from here!”

“I am sorry to disappoint you. Now Arya has the right to choose whether to accpt the company’s arrangements or not.” Luna

replied with a cold smile.

“Daniel!” Caroline was so angry that she stomped her feet.

“Alright, stop talking. We still have things to prepare. Let’s go first.” Daniel shook his head. He took two steps and then turned

back to look at Arya in disappointment. “I didn’t expect you to become like this. You only care about profits and pretend. You

didn’t care about these empty titles before. Arya, you have changed.”

“Really?” Arya could not deny a smile, “But I like my current appearance more.”

No matter what Daniel thought of her, she was slowly regaining her dreams.

“It’s hopeless!”

Daniel left with Caroline in his arms. Looking at their backs, Arya’s eyes were calm.

Arya had just gotten into the car when she received a video call from Davina.

“After the filming is over, return to your country as soon as possible. Don’t give the company any trouble.” She coldly ordered

Arya.

“My meals and accommodation are all self-paid. It doesn’t affect the company’s interests. If I don’t return to my country, it’s my

freedom.”

Davina paused for a moment, “Arya, after ‘Behind the Scenes’ is broadcasted, the company will invest a lot of money and

resources for Caroline. At that time, there will not be a place for you in the entertainment circle. If I were you, I would have quite

earlier to avoid getting nothing.”

“You all think Caroline is a perfect trump card, then just wait and see. Let’s see what the result is like!” Arya’s indifference

appearance added a bit of steadiness to her.

Davina stared at her fiercely because Arya’s attitude was very angry. She must completely destroy Arya and let her not return to

the entertainment circle. If she is allowed to return, she will only become a time bomb for the company and Parker family. She

must not let return. Otherwise, she will definitely trample them under her feet.

“You will pay the price for your arrogance today!” Davina ruthlessly threw this sentence and hung up the phone.

“Arya, I think Davina will not let it go.” Luna said worriedly.

“Today’s situation is not caused by me alone. No matter what she does, I will not break down.” Arya was very clear that after the

program was broadcasted, the Parker siblings would hate her even more. But even then, she did not regret what she did today.

“I will carefully watch the movements over there. You just need to concentrate on your work.” Luna patted her shoulder. At this

time, she and Julia would fully support Arya.

“Furthermore, we still have the Dahua behind us. There will definitely be no problem!”
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